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Abstract

On the basis of a new corpus of short
“microtexts” with parallel manual anno-
tations, we study the mapping from dis-
course structure (in terms of Rhetorical
Structure Theory, RST) to argumentation
structure. We first perform a qualitative
analysis and discuss our findings on cor-
respondence patterns. Then we report on
experiments with deriving argumentation
structure from the (gold) RST trees, where
we compare a tree transformation model,
an aligner based on subgraph matching,
and a more complex “evidence graph”
model.

1 Introduction

Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and
Thompson, 1988) was designed to represent the
structure of a text in terms of coherence relations
holding between adjacent text spans, where the
same set of relations is being used to join the “ele-
mentary discourse units” (EDUs) and, recursively,
the larger spans. The result is a tree structure
that spans the text completely; there are no “gaps”
in the analysis, and there are no crossing edges.
The relations are being defined largely in terms of
speaker intentions, so that the analysis is meant
to capture the “plan” the author devised to influ-
ence his or her audience. The developers of RST
had not explicitly targeted one particular text type
or discourse mode (instructive, argumentative, de-
scriptive, narrative, expository), but when we as-
sume that the text is argumentative, the very nature
of the RST approach suggests that it might in fact
capture the underlying argumentation quite well.

Systems for automatic RST parsing have been
built since the early 00s, with recent approaches
including (Ji and Eisenstein, 2014) and (Joty et

al., 2015). Hence, a potentially useful architecture
for argumentation mining could involve an RST
parser as an early step that accomplishes a good
share of the overall task. How feasible this is has
so far not been determined, though.

On the theoretical side, different opinions have
been voiced in the literature on the role of RST
trees for argumentation analysis; we summarize
the situation below in Section 2. All these opin-
ions were based on the experiences that their au-
thors had made with manually applying RST and
with analyzing argumentation, but they were not
based on systematic empirical evidence. In con-
trast, in this paper we use a new resource that we
recently released (Stede et al., 2016), which offers
annotations of both RST and argumentation struc-
ture analyses on a corpus of 112 short texts. Our
previous paper presented a first rough analysis of
the correlations between RST and argumentation.
The present paper builds on those preliminary re-
sults and makes two contributions:

• We provide a qualitative analysis that exam-
ines the commonalities and differences be-
tween the two levels of representation in the
corpus, and seeks explanations for them.

• We report on experiments in automatically
mapping RST trees to argumentation struc-
tures, for now on the basis of the manually-
annotated “gold” RST trees.

Following the discussion of related work in Sec-
tion 2, Section 3 gives a brief introduction to the
corpus and the annotation schemes that are used
for argumentation and for RST. Then, Section
4 presents our qualitative (comparative) analysis,
and Section 5 the results of our experiments on
automatic analysis. Finally, Section 6 relates these
two endeavours and draws conclusions.
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2 Related work

In this section, we summarize the positions that
have so far been taken in the literature on the status
of RST analyses for argumentation.

The view that performing an RST analysis es-
sentially subsumes the task of determining argu-
mentation structure was advanced by Azar (1999),
who argued that RST’s nucleus-satellite distinc-
tion is crucial for distinguishing the two roles in a
dialectical argumentative relationship, and that, in
particular, five RST relations should be regarded
as providing argumentative support for different
types of claims: Motivation for calls for action;
Antithesis and Concession for increasing positive
regard toward a stance; Evidence for forming a
belief; Justify for readiness to accept a statement.
Azar illustrated that idea with a few short sample
texts that he analyzed in terms of RST trees using
these relations. In one of these examples, how-
ever, Azar made the move of combining two non-
adjacent text segments into a single node in the
RST tree (representing the central claim), which is
in conflict with a basic principle of RST. This indi-
cates that Azar borrowed certain aspects from RST
but ignored others. In our earlier work (Peldszus
and Stede, 2013), we posited that the underlying
phenomenon of non-adjacency creates a problem
for RST-argumentation mapping in general, i.e., it
is not limited to discontinuous claims: Both Sup-
port and Attack moves can be directed to material
that occurs in non-adjacent segments.

A small portion of RST’s ideas was incorpo-
rated into the annotation of argumentation per-
formed by Kirschner et al. (2015) on student es-
says. The authors used standard argumentative
Support and Attack relations, and to these added
the coherence relations Sequence and Detail for
capturing specific argumentative moves; the rela-
tion definitions are inspired by those used in RST.

Green (2010) proposed a “hybrid” tree repre-
sentation called ArgRST, which combines RST’s
nuclearity principle and some of its relation def-
initions with additional annotations capturing as-
pects of argumentation: The analyst can add im-
plicit statements to the tree (enthymemes in the
argumentation), and in parallel to RST relations,
the links between segments can also be labeled
with relations from the scheme of Toulmin (1958)
and with those proposed by Walton et al. (2008).
Also, the representation allows for noncontiguous
premises and conclusions. More recently, Green

(2015) argued that the hybrid representation does
not readily carry over to a different text genre
(biomedical research articles), and she concluded
that RST and argumentation structure operate on
two levels that are subject to different motivations
and constraints, and thus should be kept distinct.

We also subscribe to the view that (at least for
many text genres) distinguishing rhetorical struc-
ture and argumentation structure is important for
capturing the different aspects of a text’s coher-
ence on the one hand, and its pragmatic func-
tion on the other. Also, we wish to emphasize
the conflict between segment adjacency (a central
feature of RST’s account of coherence) and non-
adjacency (a pervasive phenomenon in argumen-
tative function of portions of text). Still, it remains
to be seen to what extent an RST analysis can in
principle support an argumentation analysis, e.g.
in a pipeline architecture; shedding light on this
question is our goal for this paper.

3 The corpus

Below we provide a very brief description of the
data and annotations that we provided in (Stede et
al., 2016); for more details, see that paper. Notice
that the layers of annotations had been produced
independently by different people, thus inviting a
posthoc comparison, which we will perform in the
next sections. For reasons of space, we do not give
further details on RST here; the interested reader
should consult (Mann and Thompson, 1988) or
(Taboada and Mann, 2006).

3.1 Data
The argumentative microtext corpus (Peldszus and
Stede, 2016) is a freely available collection of 112
short texts that were collected from human sub-
jects, originally in German. Subjects received a
prompt on an issue of public debate, usually in
the form of a yes/no question (e.g., Should shop-
ping malls be open on Sundays?), and they were
asked to provide their answer to the question along
with arguments in support. They were encour-
aged to also mention potential objections. The tar-
get length suggested to the subjects was five sen-
tences. After the texts were collected, they were
professionally translated to English, so that the
corpus is now available in two languages. An ex-
ample of an English text is:

Health insurance companies should nat-
urally cover alternative medical treat-
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ments. Not all practices and approaches
that are lumped together under this term
may have been proven in clinical tri-
als, yet its precisely their positive effect
when accompanying conventional west-
ern medical therapies thats been demon-
strated as beneficial. Besides, many
general practitioners offer such coun-
selling and treatments in parallel any-
way - and who would want to question
their broad expertise?

In (Stede et al., 2016), two new annotation lay-
ers are introduced for the corpus: Discourse struc-
ture in terms of RST, and in terms of Segmented
Discourse Representation Theory (Asher and Las-
carides, 2003). Importantly, these two as well
as the argumentation annotation use an identi-
cal segmentation into elementary discourse units
(EDUs).

3.2 Argumentation structure representation

The annotation of argumentation structure follows
the scheme outlined in (Peldszus and Stede, 2013),
which in turn is based on the work of Freeman
(1991). It posits that the argumentative text has a
central claim (henceforth: CC), which the author
can back up with statements that are in a Support
relation to it; this is a transitive relation, leading to
“serial support” in Freeman’s terms. A statement
can also have multiple Supports; these can be inde-
pendent (each Support works on its own) or linked
(only the combination of two statements provides
the Support). Also, the scheme distinguishes be-
tween “standard” and “example” support, whose
function originates from providing an illustration,
or anecdotal evidence.

When the text mentions a potential objection,
this segment is labeled as bearing the role of “op-
ponent’s voice”; this goes back to Freeman’s in-
sight that any argumentation, even if monological,
is inherently dialectical. The segment will be in
an Attack relation to another one (which repre-
sents the proponent’s voice), and the scheme dis-
tinguishes between Rebut (denying the validity of
a claim) and Undercut (denying the relevance of a
premise for a claim). When the author proceeds
to refute the attack, the attacking segment itself is
subject to a Rebut or Undercut relation.

The building blocks of such an analysis are
Argumentative Discourse Units, which often are
larger than EDUs: Multiple discourse segments

[e1] Health
insurance
companies

should
naturally cover

alternative
medical

treatments.

[e2] Not all
practices and

approaches that
are lumped

together under
this term may

have been
proven in

clinical
trials,

1

[e3] yet it's
precisely their
positive effect
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demonstrated as
beneficial.
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-
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Figure 1: Example ARG and RST structure

play a common argumentative role. In such cases,
the EDUs are linked together by a meta-relation
called Join. The argumentation and RST analyses
of the sample text are shown in Figure 1.

4 Matching RST and argumentation:
Qualitative analysis

When introducing the corpus (Stede et al., 2016),
we provided figures on how edges in the RST tree
map to edges in the argumentation graph (which
can be calculated straightforwardly, because both
representations build on the same segmentation).
We found that, ignoring the labels, 60% of the
edges are common to both structures. As can
be expected, argumentative Support mostly corre-
sponds to Reason or Justification; however, 39%
of the Supports do not have a corresponding RST
edge. Furthermore, 72% of all Rebuts and 33%
of Undercuts do not have a corresponding RST
edge. Thus, the correspondences between the lay-
ers are certainly not trivial. In order to understand
the mismatches, we undertook a qualitative analy-
sis that focuses on the three central notions of the
argumentation: the central claim and its mapping
to RST nuclearity, the Support relations, and the
configurations of Attack/Counterattack.
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4.1 CC and Nuclearity

Recall that Azar (1999) already pointed out the
importance of RST’s notion of ’nucleus’ for repre-
senting argumentation. To operationalize the anal-
ogy, it is important to make use of the “strong
nuclearity principle” (Marcu, 2000), according to
which the most important segment(s) of a text
can be found by following the RST tree from its
root down the nucleus links to the leaf nodes. If
there are only mononuclear relations along the
way, there is a single most important segment
(henceforth: RSTnuc); otherwise, there are mul-
tiple ones. A natural first question therefore is
whether the RSTnuc segment corresponds to the
CC in argumentation. We found that for 95 texts,
i.e., the vast majority of the 112 texts (85%), this
is the case. Considering the goal of RST analy-
sis, which is to capture the main intention of the
writer, this is the expected default case.

But what happens in the 17 mismatches? In
five cases, RSTnuc and ARGcc are indeed dis-
joint. Four of these are due to the thesis being
stated early in the text and once again (as a para-
phrase) later on. It is thus left to the annotator to
decide which formulation s/he considers more apt
to play the central role of the text – and these de-
cisions happen to have lead to different results in
the four texts. In the fifth, the thesis is not ex-
plicitly stated; here, too, there are two plausible
options for choosing the most important segment
of the text.

In 12 texts, RSTnuc and ARGcc overlap, which
can be due to two reasons. (i) In five texts, ARGcc
consists of two EDUs, with the RSTnuc being one
of them. This is due to an RST relation that is not
argumentatively relevant (mostly Condition). (ii)
Seven texts show the reverse situation: A multi-
nuclear RST relation induces>1 RSTnuc. In three
of these cases, this seems due to an unclear text;
the author’s position remains somewhat ambigu-
ous, and the RST annotator considered different
statements as equally important. The ARG anno-
tation, on the other hand, was committed to mak-
ing a decision on the CC (as stated in the guide-
lines). In the remaining four cases, we find mi-
nor differences in interpretation, where the RST
decision might well be influenced by surface fea-
tures, in particular the presence of coordinating
conjunctions, which suggest a parallel structure
for a coherence-oriented analysis. ARG analysis,
on the other hand, encourages the annotator to ab-

stract from linguistic realization and to consider
the underlying pragmatic relationships.

4.2 Support

Of the 2611 ARG-Supports, 132 have a corre-
sponding edge in the associated RST tree, with a
label that is clearly compatible with Support: Rea-
son, Justify, Evidence, Motivation, or Cause. And
of the 112 texts, 26 have only such canonical SUP-
PORTs (and three texts do not have Supports at
all). Together these are 23% of the texts, so that
77% contain non-canonical Support. This calls for
closer investigation, and we found two groups:

(i) 12 Support relations have a corresponding
RST edge that is labeled with an “unexpected” re-
lation: Elaboration, Background, Result, Interpre-
tation, Antithesis, Concession, or a multinuclear
relation. These are instances of the dichotomy be-
tween accounting for the local coherence versus
the underlying argumentation; in fact, this corre-
ponds to a discussion that originated shortly after
the introduction of RST and pointed out the poten-
tial conflict between an “informational” versus an
“intentional” analysis (Moore and Pollack, 1992).

(ii) 117 Support relations do not have a core-
sponding edge in the RST tree. The reasons can
be subclassified as follows, with the observed fre-
quency given in parentheses. (These attributes can
combine, so the numbers add to more than 117.)

• The RST segment participates in a multinu-
clear relation (List, Conjunction, Joint), or in
the pseudo-relation Same-Unit. Hence it can
be reached directly by following the respec-
tive edges. (70)
• Relation disagreement: The RST annotator

did not see a Support-like relation, but used
something else (most often Background or
Elaboration). (21)
• Transitivity mismatch: ARG and RST anno-

tations do not agree on serial versus joint sup-
port, i.e., whether a segment supports a claim
directly or only indirectly. (16)
• Grain size: In a segment, RST uses a non-

argumentative relation such as Condition, so
that the nuclearity assignment does not match
that of the segmentation in the ARG-Join re-
lation. (9)

1This number diverges by 25 from that given by Stede et
al. (2016), because for technical reasons they excluded from
their statistics 10 texts that have discontinuous segments.
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• Consequence of the different nuclearity
structures we mentioned in the previous sub-
section. (5)
• Different or same reason: RST and ARG

annotators differed in whether two segments
constitute the same Reason/Support, or sepa-
rate ones. (4)

4.3 Attack
Finally, we study what RST constellations corre-
spond to attack configurations in the ARG tree.
For the time being, we do not distinguish Rebut
from Undercut.2 We discuss the cases in increas-
ing order of complexity and give the number of
texts where the instance occurs (which is almost
identical to the number of instances).

1. Text does not have any attacks in ARG. (16)
2. A single attack node in ARG, or a joined pair;

these are leaf nodes. This is the situation
where an attack is not being countered – the
author considers his other Supports to implic-
itly outweigh the attack. (24) – Variant: The
attack is not a leaf but supported by another
opponent-voice node. (7) – We treat these
together, and of the 31, 24 have a “canoni-
cal” RST counterpart: The attacking segment
is also a leaf node, and its is connected via
one of the RST relations Antithesis, Contrast,
Concession. The remaining 7 have a “non-
canonical” RST counterpart: The opponent
voice is not reflected in the RST tree, or a
local attachment of an attacking subordinate
segment leads to a non-canonical relation.

3. Similar to (2), but instead of one there are two
separate attack nodes in ARG. In all of these
cases, the RST tree combines the two attacks
in a Conjunction relation. (7)

4. The attack is being countered: An opponent-
voice-segment has both an outgoing and an
incoming attack. For illustration, consider
Figure 1 above (the “incoming” attack of
node 2 there is an undercut). In general,
there are three structural subclasses. (i): Both
attack and counterattack are individual seg-
ments (36), as is the case in Fig. 1. The struc-
tures can be straightforwardly compared to
their RST correspondents as follows:
• Canonical-a: The counterattack

corresponds to a backward Conces-
2Intuitively, we see no evidence that this distinction is re-

flected in RST, but it needs to be determined quantitatively.

sion/Antithesis, and the whole is the
satellite of a canonical support relation
(Reason, Justify, ...). (22) This is shown
in Fig. 1.
• Canonical-b: Likewise, but the whole

participates first in some multinuclear
relation (List, Joint), which in turn is the
satellite of a canonical support. (6)
• Non-canonical: RST annotator did not

see argumentative function as most im-
portant for capturing local coherence.
(8)

(ii) Slightly more complex: The counterat-
tack has >1 segment. (16)
• Canonical: The counterattack subtree

gets some RST analysis, and the overall
construction is as described in the previ-
ous category. (13)
• Noncanonical: reason as in (i). (3)

(iii) More complex: The attack has >1 seg-
ment. (8)
• Canonical: overall construction is as de-

scribed above. (6)
• Noncanonical: Support corresponds to

Interpretation/Elaboration. (2)

4.4 Summary

We found a large proportion of CC, Support and
Attack confgurations to correspond to “canonical”
configurations in RST trees – i..e, subtrees that in-
tuitively reflect the argumentative functions (under
the definitions of the RST relations). While so far
we looked at the correspondence only in the direc-
tion ARG→RST, this result still suggests that an
automatic mapping from RST to ARG tree can be
feasible; this will be the topic of the next section.
Furthermore, a central purpose of the manual anal-
ysis was to determine the reasons for mismatches,
which can inform theoretical considerations on the
relationship between RST and argumentation. For
reasons of space, we cannot go into detail, but our
central observation is that RST analysis is subject
to a tension between accounting for the local co-
herence or for the global one using underlying in-
tentions, i.e., the argumentation. As we noted ear-
lier, this has been discussed in the RST commu-
nity early on — but it has never been resolved.
The issue is likely to be much more pronounced
in longer texts than in the microtexts we are study-
ing here. In principle, the specific RST annotation
guidelines could ask annotators to clearly prefer
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one or the other perspective; this would shift the
original goal of the theory, but probably would do
better justice to the data.

Considering the option of annotating an
“argumentation-oriented” RST tree, the question
arises to what extent it can be theoretically ad-
equate. Of central importance is the correspon-
dence between RSTnuc and ARGcc; we found
that for all the mismatches in the corpus, it is poss-
ble to construct a plausible alternative RST tree
such that the two are identical or at least overlap-
ping (when the granularities of the analyses don’t
match exactly). Another issue is the presence of
crossing edges, which occur in seven ARG graphs
in the corpus. Since this is likely to occur more of-
ten in longer texts, it remains a fundamental issue;
we will return to it at the end.

5 Deriving argumentation structure from
rhetorical structure automatically

In order to automatically map between RST and
argumentation, it is very helpful to have both lay-
ers in the same technical format. To that end,
our joint work with colleagues in Toulouse sup-
plied a common dependency structure representa-
tion (Stede et al., 2016). In the following, we use
that version of the corpus. For illustration, see Fig-
ure 2 for the dependency conversion of the exam-
ple text.

1 2 3 4 5

concession

reason

reason

joint

(a) RST

1 2 3 4 5

rebut undercut

support

link

(b) ARG

Figure 2: Dependency conversion example

5.1 Models
We have implemented three different models: A
simple heuristic tree-transformation serves as a
baseline, against which we compare two data-
driven models. All models and their parameters
are described in the following subsections.

In our study, we follow the experimental setup
of (Peldszus and Stede, 2015). We use the same
train-test splits, resulting from 10 iterations of
5-fold cross validation, and adopt their evalua-
tion procedure, where the correctness of predicted
structures is assessed in four subtasks:

• attachment (at): Given a pair of EDUs, are
they connected? [yes, no]
• central claim (cc): Given an EDU, is it the

central claim of the text? [yes, no]
• role (ro): Given an EDU, is it in the [propo-

nent]’s or the [opponent]’s voice?
• function (ro): Given an EDU, what is its

argumentative function? Here, we use the
fine-grained relation set available in the data.
[support, example, rebut, undercut, link, join]

Note that the argumentative role of each seg-
ment is not explicitly coded in the structures we
predict below, but is inferred from the chain of
supporting (role preserving) and attacking (role
switching) relations from the central claim (by
definition in proponent’s voice) to the segment of
interest.

5.1.1 Heuristic baseline
The baseline model (BL) produces an argumenta-
tion structure that is isomorphic to the RST tree.
RST relations are mapped to argumentative func-
tions, based on the most frequently aligning class
as reported in (Stede et al., 2016) – see Fig-
ure 3. For the two relations marked with an as-
terisk, no direct edge alignments could be found,
and thus we assigned them to the class of the
non-argumentative join-relation. The argumenta-
tive example and link-relations were not frequent
enough to be captured in this mapping.

We expect this baseline to be not an easy one
to beat. It will predict the central claim correctly
already for 85% of the texts, due to the corre-
spondence described in Section 4.1. Also, as we
saw above, 60% of the unlabelled edges should be
mappable. Finally, the argumentative role is cov-
ered quite well, too: The chain of supporting and
attacking relations determining the role is likely to
be correct on an EDU basis, if the relation map-
ping is correct, and even if attachment is wrongly
predicted.

5.1.2 Naive aligner
Our naive aligner model (A) learns the probabil-
ity of subgraphs in the RST structure mapping to
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support: background, cause, evidence, justify, list,
motivation, reason, restatement, result
rebut: antithesis, contrast, unless
undercut: concession
join: circumstance, condition, conjunction, dis-
junction, e-elaboration, elaboration, evaluation-s,
evaluation-n, interpretation*, joint, means, preparation,
purpose, sameunit, solutionhood*

Figure 3: Mapping of RST relations to ARG rela-
tions, used in the heuristic baseline.

subgraphs of the argumentative structure.
For training, this model applies a subgraph

alignment algorithm yielding connected compo-
nents with n nodes occurring in the undirected, un-
labelled version of both the RST and the argumen-
tative structures. It extracts the directed, labelled
subgraphs for these common components for both
structures and learns the probability of mapping
one to the other over the whole training corpus.

For prediction, all possible subgraphs of size
n in the input RST tree are extracted. If one
maps to an argumentation subgraph according to
the mapping learned on the training corpus, the
corresponding argumentation subgraph is added to
an intermediary multi-graph. After all candidate
subgraphs have been collected, all equal edges are
combined and their individual probabilities accu-
mulated. Finally, a tree structure is decoded from
the intermediary graph using the minimum span-
ning tree (MST) algorithm (Chu and Liu, 1965;
Edmonds, 1967).

The model can be instantiated with different
subgraph sizes n. Choosing n = 2 only learns
a direct mapping between RST and ARG edges.
Choosing larger n can reveal larger structural
patterns, including edges that cannot be directly
aligned. Most importantly, the model can be
trained with more than one subgraph size n: for
example, model A-234 simultaniously extracts
subgraphs of the size n = [2, 3, 4], so that the edge
probabilities of differently large subgraphs add up.

The collected edges of all candidate subgraphs
do not necessarily connect all possible nodes. In
this case, no spanning tree can be derived. We thus
initialize the intermediary multi-graph as a total
graph with low-scored default edges of the type
unknown. These should only be selected by the
MST algorithm when there is no other evidence
for connecting to unconnected subgraphs. The
number of predicted unknown edges thus serves as
an indicator of the coverage of the learnt model. In

base features incl. 2-node subgraph features:
- absolute and relative position of the segment in the text
- binary feature whether it is the first or the last segment
- binary feature whether it has incoming/outgoing edges
- number of incoming/outgoing edges
- binary feature for each type of incoming/outgoing edge
3-node subgraph features:
- all relation chains of length 2 involving this segment
4-node subgraph features:
- all relation chains of length 3 involving this segment

Figure 4: Segment feature sets

- direction of the potential link (forward or backward)
- distance between the segments
- whether there is a RST relation between the segments
- type of the RST relation between the segments or None

Figure 5: Segment-pair features

evaluation, unknown edges are interpreted as the
majority relation type, i.e. as support.

Finally, we added an optional root-constraint
(+r) to the model: It forbids outgoing edges from
the node corresponding to the RST central nu-
cleus, and therefore effectively enforces the ARG
structure to have the same root as the RST tree.

5.1.3 Evidence graph model
We implemented a variant of the evidence graph
model (EG) of (Peldszus and Stede, 2015). In this
model, four base classifiers are trained for the four
levels of the task (cc, ro, fu and at). For each pos-
sible edge, the predictions of these base classifiers
are combined into one single edge score. Again,
MST decoding is used to select the globally opti-
mal tree structure.

The combined edge score reflects the probabil-
ity of attachment, the probability of not being the
central claim (similar to the root constraint in the
alignment model), the probability of a role switch
between the connected nodes and the probability
of the corresponing edge type. Jointly predicting
these different levels has been shown to be supe-
rior over the single prediction of the base classi-
fiers.

Our model differs from the original one in two
respects: First, our model is trained on the new
version of the corpus, featuring a finer segmenta-
tion into EDUs, and it considers the full relation
set (in contrast to the reduced relation set of just
Support and Attack). Second and more impor-
tantly, our base classifiers are trained exclusively
on a new feature set reflecting aspects of the input
RST tree, and do not use any linguistic features.
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The segment features are shown in Figure 4. We
distinguish three feature groups: base features in-
cluding edges (EG-2), base features plus 3-node
subgraph features (EG-23), and the latter plus 4-
node subgraph-features (EG-234). Base classifiers
for the cc, ro, and fu-level are trained on segment
features. The at-level base classifier is trained
on segment features for the source and the target
node, as well as on relational features, shown in
Figure 5.

As in the original model, the base classifiers
perform an inner cross-validation on the training
data to optimize the hyperparameters of the log-
linear SGD classifier (Pedregosa et al., 2011). We
do not optimize the weighting of the base classi-
fiers for score combination here, because we had
shown in the original experiments that an equal
weighting yields competitive results (Peldszus and
Stede, 2015).

5.2 Results on gold RST trees

Scores are reported as averages over the 50 train-
test-splits, with macro-averaged F1 as the metric.
For significance testing, we apply the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test on the macro-averaged F1 scores
and assume a significance level of α = 0.01. The
evaluation results are shown in Table 1.

All alignment models including at least sub-
graphs of size n=3 (A-23*) improve over the base-
line (BL) in predicting the relation type (fu) and
the attachment (at). Considering larger subgraphs
helps even more, and it decreases the rate of un-
known edges.3 On the role level, the baseline
is unbeaten. For central claim identification, the
alignment model performs poorly. Adding the root
constraint yields exactly the baseline prediction
for the central claim, but also improves the results
on all other levels, with the cost of an increased
rate of unknown edges. The clear improvement
over the baseline for the relation type (fu) indi-
cates that the probability estimates of the aligment
models capture the relations better than the heuris-
tic mapping to the most frequently aligning class
in the baseline. Furthermore, extraction of larger
subgraphs gradually increases the result on both
the fu and the at level, showing us that there are
subgraph regularities to be learnt which are not
captured when assuming isomorphic trees.

3Note that when testing the A-234 model on training data,
only very few unknown edges are predicted (less than 1%),
which indicates that more data might help to fully cover all
of them.

model cc ro fu at unknown

BL .861 .896 .338 .649

A-2 .578 .599 .314 .650 10.6%
A-23 .787 .744 .398 .707 7.5%
A-234 .797 .755 .416 .719 7.0%
A-2345 .794 .762 .424 .721 6.8%
A-2+r .861 .681 .385 .682 13.9%
A-23+r .861 .783 .420 .716 11.3%
A-234+r .861 .794 .434 .723 10.8%
A-2345+r .861 .800 .443 .725 10.7%

EG-bc-2 .899 .768 .526 .747
EG-bc-23 .907 .845 .525 .749
EG-bc-234 .906 .847 .526 .750
EG-2 .918 .843 .522 .744
EG-23 .919 .869 .526 .755
EG-234 .918 .868 .530 .754

Table 1: Evaluation scores of all models on the
gold RST input trees reported as macro-avg. F1

For the evidence graph model, we will first in-
vestigate the performance of the base classifiers
(EG-bc-*), before we discuss the results of the de-
coder. The difference between the three feature
sets is most important here. Comparing the classi-
fier that only uses the basic feature set (EG-bc-2)
against the one with extra features for 3-node sub-
graphs (EG-bc-23), we find the greatest improve-
ment on the argumentative role level with an extra
+7.7 points macro F1 score. Central claim iden-
tification also profits with a minor gain of +0.8
points. Interestingly, the local models for func-
tion and attachment are not effected by the richer
feature sets. Extending the features even to 4-node
subgraphs (EG-bc-234), does not further improve
the results on any level.

The evidence graph decoding models (EG-*)
combine the predictions of the base classifiers to
a global optimal structure. The model using the
base classifiers with the smallest feature set (EG-
2) already outperforms the best alignment model
on all levels significantly and beats the baseline
on all levels but argumentative role. We attribute
this improvement to three aspects of the model:
First, the learning procedure of the base classifiers
is superior to that of the alignment model. Sec-
ond, the base classifiers not only learn regularities
between RST and ARG but also positional prop-
erties of the target structures. Finally, the joint
prediction of the different levels in the evidence
graph model helps to compensate weaknesses of
the local models by enforcing constraints in the
combination of the individual predictions: Com-
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paring the base classifier’s predictions (EG-bc-2)
with the decoded predictions (EG-2), we observe
a boost of +7.5 points macro F1 on the role level
and a small boost of +1.9 points for central claim
through joint prediction.

Adding features for larger subgraphs further im-
proves the results: EG-23 beats EG-2 on all levels,
but the improvement is significant only for role
and attachment. EG-234, though, differs from EG-
23 only marginally and on no level significantly.
Note, that the gain from joint prediction is less
strong with better base classifiers, but still valu-
able with +2.4 points on the role level and +1.2
points for central claim.

In conclusion, the baseline model remained un-
beaten on the level of argumentative role. This was
already expected, as the sequence of contrastive
relations in the RST tree is very likely to map to a
correct sequence of proponent and opponent role
assignments. On all other levels, the best results
for mapping gold RST trees to fine-grained argu-
mentation structures are achieved by the EG-23(4)
model.

6 Summary and Outlook

We presented the first empirical study on the re-
lationship between discourse structure (here in
terms of Rhetorical Structure Theory) and argu-
mentation structure. In the qualitative analysis,
we found a large proportion of “canonical” cor-
respondences between RST subtrees and the cen-
tral notions of argumentation, with the remain-
ing mismatches being due to an inherent ambigu-
ity of RST analysis (informational versus inten-
tional) and to more technical aspects of granular-
ity (multinuclear relations). By using annotation
guidelines that “drive” the annotator toward cap-
turing underlying argumentation, the correspon-
dence could be considerably higher. There remain
problems with non-adjacency in the ARG struc-
ture, however. These are likely to increase when
texts are larger than our microtexts.

For mapping the gold RST trees to ARG struc-
ture, we compared three mapping mechanisms:
A heuristic baseline, transforming RST trees to
isomorphic trees with corresponding argumenta-
tive relations; a simple aligner, extracting match-
ing subgraph pairs from the corpus and applying
them to unseen structures; and one fairly elabo-
rate evidence graph model, which trains four clas-
sifiers and combines their predictions for decoding

globally optimal structures. The latter achieved
promising results (with the exception of prima fa-
cie low numbers for argumenative function, but re-
call we are using a much larger tag set than all the
related work). This confirms the conclusion from
the qualitative study, and it invites the next step,
which is to use our mapping procedure on the pre-
dictions of state-of-the-art RST parsers.
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